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Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades.

I  am  writing  this  for  people  struggling  with  attacks  by  the  enemy  aliens.  The
worthless,  cattle  joe's  and  dumbasses  are  the  ones  who  always  deny  their
existence, well, because they are afraid. They *WISH* it wasn't the case, so they
can live their sorry lives thinking they are entirely "Free Humans". Powers that be,
governments, and people like us here who spiritually advance and are a threat to
them, are all very aware of their existence. We Satanists know first-hand.

It’s BEST to not even think about them, or give one damn, and tune them out, but I
write this post for if they persist. The best for you is to always remain protected and
attentive and never have to face any such drama.

Additionally, if you spill your milk or by accident destroy your pancakes, that is not
necessarily the aliens, or some form from outer space. A lot of people compensate
for  their  own weakness and say it’s  always someone else.  Do not  transfer  this
weakling thought into Satanism, when it’s not necessary. Attacks from the enemy
are serious. Then, we have Karma and negativity people draw to themselves, which
again, is nobody else's fault.

With the above being stated, let's get into the serious stuff now.

When one's spiritual sight opens, and when one makes a struggle to advance, the
filled with "Love" masters of xianity and all the other filthy alien programs show their
alien self. Then one understands their wills pretty clear, that is to kill and destroy.
However, we have Satan, and as thus, few of their things can really get to us.

That  is  in  the  given,  that  we  do  our  own  end  of  the  deal  in  meditation  and
protection. People who advance but don't protect themselves, sooner or later, will
come to the attention of the wrong beings, and either be forced to succumb, or be
made into a bad ending.

Quite a few people are born with psychic powers here and there, even if the enemy
has tried to systematically murder the 'witches'. Few to none people know how to
use, protect and procure these powers however, and therefore, the enemy enslaves
them.

Now,  if  you  find  them  crossing  you,  you  will  know,  as  they  are  obsessive,
compulsive and lowlifes. These mainly go after the people who are a major threat
for some reason. These aliens believe the earth belongs to them, and they want to
race-mix humanity to make it into a big, giant, cattle farm, where they can reign
supreme.
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Why the enemy doesn't  attack many cattle  and normal  people? Simply:  energy
waste. They have already been defeated and are already blind.

Gifted spiritual humans are a threat to them, so they try to get them into drugs, or
get them hooked in their own side before they can even make a choice. Drug use is
extremely  pushed  by  aliens,  as  it  makes  people  docile,  dependent,  and  easily
controlled. You cut their weed and you see them take twists like spazzers. Yea, very
(((free))) people, indeed.

The main attack the enemy does is incessant telepathy. You may for example get
negative,  compulsive thoughts that are damning, in your head. If  you encounter
this, try at first to tune it out. Tuning a good and most important thing you can do.
Then, you can do an RTR and curse them. If every time they attack you, you just
curse them back, then at some point it becomes a waste of their time, but NOT of
yours because you damage them. The 72 Names RTR attacks their hive conduit of
energy directly, something which may piss off these slavers.

Normally, they quit after a while. Of course, cleaning your aura and meditation plus
STRONG  protection  is  mandatory.  For  those  more  open,  you  may  see  them,
especially when in a deep trance and meditating.

The Satanic  Blue fire,  and vibrating SATANAS or  SATAN,  actually  ties into  the
consciousness of Satan Himself.  This is a virulent pesticide for the enemy, as it
drives them away on its own most of the time. At the worst circumstance, you just
have to keep and keep projecting them where you see them.

If you are attacked in your sleep, you will more than likely be aware of it. Try to
memorize Satan's name and call it in your sleep and the attack will end. Also, try to
move your body as it has been written before, or your astral hands and legs. If you
do this, you will more than likely wake up. When you are up, do some cleaning, and
also, protection. It’s better to not sleep immediately without doing such.

When your bio-electricity is at odds or low, your aura becomes less thick and more
easily penetrated by just about anything. Therefore, your normal daily meditation is
one of the best ways to handle this and more than likely not have to worry about
things.

On  one  hand,  without  Satan's  help,  Humanity  doesn't  stand  one  snowflake's
chance in "Hell" to survive these aliens or go against their plan. On the other hand,
humans  are  strong  enough  to  ward  off  and  keep  these  pests  away  from  our
civilization, that is, if  we apply Satan's knowledge. Then, one can even surpass
these pests and get on an even higher level. The enemy agents and the enemy
religions  also,  because  of  the  mass  cattle  that  is  siphoned,  is  an  antenna  of
attraction for these parasites.

Satan doesn't want his followers to meditate for no reason. The meditations and
yoga,  and  maintaining  a  positive  mindset,  do  actually  keep  humanity  away  of
calamities and the dimensions in the astral that this pest exists. Therefore, we don't



experience it either if we meditate and push it away. However, beings like the jews
opened the doors wide and open for their 'chosen' friends with whom they have a
'covenant'.

Now they 'pray' and with their kike programs, invite all this death and misery on the
planet.  This  is  why  the  New  World  order,  or  (((prophecies)))  of  mass  death,
annihilation and destruction take place. It’s just the expressed will of these alien
hives, and these parasitic alien races of the jews and their lackey lapdogs.

Islam is a major antenna of attraction- notice all this cattle bowing to this rock of
stone  that  amasses  energy  for  the  enemy.  "Allah"  is  quite  an  attention  whore,
considering it is a "God". Why? Because well it’s an alien mass and nothing else
but astral feces and garbage.

Therefore, the more followers the enemy loses, the more their influence will dwindle
and get  reduced,  and they will  leave humanity alone. Ideally,  human civilization
MUST advance past a point where these aliens are understood and fought directly,
but  the  enemy  forces  race  mixing  and  civilization  wrecking  so  this  will  never
happen.

Lastly- STOP focusing or being afraid of the enemy. Start being FOCUSED and
CONFIDENT in Satan. Draw Satan and the Gods influence close to you. What you
think, is what you attract. Maintain thoughts of the Gods, holy thoughts, and banish
the enemy with the RTR's and other warfare, rather than 'dwell' and 'worry'. This
does them the most harm.

Meditation, protection, keeping a positive mindset, learning to disassociate attacks
from personal karma/misfortunes, bravery, total conviction in your potential and in
Satan, and dwelling on SATAN instead of  the enemy, are the best solutions for
dealing with any pest above or below.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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